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ABSTRACT

Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) is an enveloped, pleomorphic, often filamentous, cytoplasmic virus-containing non-segmented, negative-sense, single-stranded RNA associated with viral proteins, making up a nucleocapsid core that is enclosed within a lipid envelope. RSV causes about 7 % of deaths among infants and young children globally, which is the second-most cause of mortality in that age group after malaria. Despite the immense impact mounted by RSV in public health and the economy, there are no effective prophylactic and therapeutic agents to control and treat the disease caused by RSV. Currently, four RSV vaccines and a monoclonal antibody candidate, all using the stabilized pre-fusion (F) proteins, have shown promising results in healthy subjects and are in phase III clinical trial. Results from these trials are expected to be released soon. However, more than one type of vaccine and therapeutics are required to cover all populations at risk: younger children, older adults, pregnant women, and immunocompromised people. Search for more antiviral drugs and vaccines is going on, but due to the issues of cost, toxicity, resistance, bioavailability, and overall pharmacokinetic profile associated with prospective traditional drugs, studies on antiviral peptides can offer novel avenues in the field. In recent years, cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs) with 5-30 AAs in length have shown promising drug delivery potential, but antiviral property demonstrated by some CPPs is another exciting possibility in the drug discovery arena, since finding shorter anti-viral peptides is another priority to minimize the cost. Some of the metallic nanoparticles have shown antiviral properties themselves. If both cell-penetrating property and antiviral activity can be found in the same peptide, nano-conjugating CPP with or without other antiviral peptides can improve the stability and other therapeutic indices of such peptide so that it can possibly be developed as safe and effective therapeutic and or prophylactic tools to control RSV.

1. INTRODUCTION

Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV) is an enveloped, pleomorphic, often filamentous, cytoplasmic virus-containing non-segmented, negative-sense, single-stranded RNA associated with viral proteins, making up a nucleocapsid core that is enclosed within a lipid envelope (as depicted in Figure 1). It was named Respiratory Syncytial Virus due to its ability to produce a multinucleated mass of protoplasm formed by merging of cells in tissue culture cells, called syncytia Ruuskanen, O.,
Ogra (1993), Shilovskiy et al. (2019), Battles & McLellan (2019). Human RSV (hRSV) belongs to the Paramyxoviridae family (which also includes measles, parainfluenza 1-3, Sendai, Hendra, and Nipah viruses under paramyxovirinae subfamily), Pneumovirinae subfamily (which also includes human metapneumovirus-hMPV, avian MPV-aMPV, pneumonia virus of mice-PVM, and ovine RSV-oRSV) and Monomavirales order González et al. (2012), Kolli et al. (2012). Notable members of the genus, conventionally the pneumovirus, are human RSV (hRSV) and bovine RSV (bRSV) Kolli et al. (2012), Collins et al. (2013). Recently, hRSV has been reclassified into the Orthopneumovirus genus within the Pneumoviridae family Soto et al. (2020). hRSV has two antigenic subgroups: A and B, based on the variations or genome-wide sequence divergence corresponding to the large Glycoprotein (G), Fusion protein (F), Nucleoprotein (N), and Phosphoprotein (P) Ruuskanen & Ogra (1993). hRSV causes severe diseases of both upper and lower respiratory tract, including bronchiolitis and pneumonia, especially among the immune-compromised patients, newborns, young kids, and patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or bronchial asthma, which can collectively be called as high-risk populations for hRSV Collins et al. (2013), Jartti & Gern (2017).

Figure 1

hRSV virions produced in cell culture are predominantly long filaments 60–200 nm in diameter and up to 10 μm in length. However, spherical particles of 100–350 nm in diameter can also be seen, while unstable infectivity as well as inefficient replication and budding in vitro are the peculiar features of RSV Collins et al. (2013) Graham (2013). The genome of RSV contains 15,222 nucleotides (~15.2kb). In RSV, the following ten genes: non-structural protein 1 (NS1), NS2, N, P (co-factor for polymerase), Matrix protein (M), Small hydrophobic protein (SH), Lipid bilayer (Envelope), G, F, and large Polymerase subunit (L, catalytic polymerase enzyme domain) are encoded by the genome (see Figure 2 for detail), and these are transcribed as individual mRNA molecules into individual proteins, except for the M2 gene mRNA, which has two overlapping open reading frames (ORFs) for M2-1 and M2-2 proteins. That's why a total of 11, not just 10, proteins are encoded by RSV genome Shilovskiy et al. (2019), Collins et al. (2013) (Figure 2).
The disulfide-bonded F- and G-glycoproteins are surface proteins that act as antigenic determinants by eliciting protective and neutralizing antibodies against RSV. The G protein facilitates viral attachment and F protein facilitates syncytium formation in addition to viral penetration Ruuskanen & Ogra (1993). Of those two major immunogen glycoproteins associated with the viral envelope, the G protein appears to be less vital than F-protein for the infectivity process as the F-protein, which is more conserved than the G protein, alone can also enable the RSV to fuse with host cell Welliver (2003). The non-globular, heavily glycosylated, and highly variable G protein bears a CX3C fractalkine-like motif that modifies the cellular immune response. While G protein is also expressed in the membrane-bound form, secreted form interferes with antibody-mediated neutralization and interacts directly with antigen-presenting cells to modify their function. The F-protein precursor is activated by cleavage at two furin-cleavage sites (KKRRRF-137 and RARR'E-110) by endoprotease into disulfide-linked subunits: NH2-F2–F1-COOH (Welliver, 2003). The sialylated F-protein activates the TLR-4 signalling pathway, but the G-protein inhibits this. The SH protein is a viroporin (that forms a pentameric ion channel, also supposed to delay apoptosis), but the function is not confirmed. The non-glycosylated M protein in the inner envelope face helps in the virion assembly by associating with F protein. Overlapping ORFs in the M2 mRNA encode M2-1 (in nucleocapsid), a transcription processivity factor, that attaches M protein with ribonucleoprotein and M2-2 (regulatory protein) that shifts viral RNA transcription to RNA replication Collins et al. (2013), Ogra (2004). From another overlapping set of L and M2 gene, M2 is expressed by backtracking mechanism Collins et al. (2013). Besides other structural proteins discussed above whether the M2-2 is also packaged within the virion remains to be determined González et al. (2012). As NS1 and NS2 are found only in infected cells, but not in the virions, they are considered non-structural proteins Ruuskanen & Ogra (1993). They inhibit both type I Interferon response (induction and signalling) and apoptosis Collins et al. (2013). A 44-nucleotides (nt) extragenic leader region before NS1 and 155-nt trailer region after L gene are found in the 3’ and 5’-end of the RSV genome, respectively. A highly conserved 9-nt gene-start (GS) signal and moderately conserved 12–14-nt gene-end (GE) signal that ends with 4–7 U residues that encode the polyA tail by polymerase stuttering are found in each gene Collins et al. (2013).

RSV causes about 7% of deaths among infants and young children globally, which is second-most cause of mortality in that age group after malaria Morris et al. (2019). RSV causes yearly in-hospital death of about 60,000 children younger than 5 years of age, worldwide Battles & McLellan (2019), Shi et al. (2017), Battles & McLellan (2019). In the U.S. alone, yearly outpatient visits by 2.1 million of children younger than 5 years of age reflects the magnitude of situation. Average yearly hospitalization of 58,000 and 177,000 respectively and the average yearly death of 100-500 and 14,000 respectively in the children younger than 5 years of age and adults 65 years and older in the U.S. indicates the health and social burden created...
by the RSV. In the U.S. and similar areas in the world. RSV infections occur during fall, spring, and winter Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (US). (2020).

In cell culture, RSV viral antigen can be detected in nine hours and infectious viral particle can be obtained in 11-13 hours Ogra (2004). Due to the non-reversible deformation of F surface protein from pre to post trigger conformation, RSV undergoes quick inactivation losing infectivity in the cell. That’s why it is considered as unstable virus and is relatively difficult to grow in cell Beauchemin et al. (2019). The fragility of the virus can also likely be conferred by the long filamentous shape of the particle Collins et al. (2013).

The current knowledge on RSV infections and pathogenesis is generated by in vitro studies based on non-polarized epithelial cell line cultured on plastic. But this model, along with in vivo animal models which are semi-permissive to RSV infection, doesn’t reproduce natural replication, and inflammatory responses to be induced in human columnar airway epithelium in vivo Pickles (2013). As a feasible, scalable, reproducible, and affordable alternative, primary human airway epithelial culture (HAEC) can potentially be the appropriate in vitro model. It can offer advantage in studying host-pathogen interaction such as virus tropism and receptor preference. But for understanding of the intricate RSV-human interaction and immune reactions, airway organoids (AO) which is emerging as a promising three-dimensional (3D) culture can be a better option Rijsbergen et al. (2021). As the animal models, mice, cotton rat, chimpanzee, guinea pig and ferret are usually used to grow and study hRSV Ogra (2004). Among them, only chimpanzee is the animal permissive to hRSV replication and animal-animal transmission that reliably recapitulate at least the upper respiratory tract infection (URTI). Cotton rat and mice are used for negative selection of candidate vaccine, but their efficacy results may not be fully reflective to that of human. In majority of animal models listed above, natural progression of URTI to lower respiratory tract infection (LRTI) upon exposure to small dose of virus is not recapitulated. Instead, they require direct introduction of large dose of virus into lungs. Though resemblance of hRSV infection in children and bRSV infection in calves along with the antigenic similarities and genetic relatedness between hRSV and bRSV suggests non-human (calf)-pneumovirus animal model as an alternative, reproducible LRTI is supposed to be produced only by direct delivery of virus into lungs. Search for better animal model is continuous but higher animal species including chimpanzee and other non-human primates such as monkey can probably be better suited for pre-clinical studies of new therapeutic and prophylactic candidates Taylor (2017).

Despite the wide-ranging studies of clinical manifestations, diagnostic techniques, epidemiology, animal, and cellular models and the immunobiology of RSV, development of safe and effective prophylactic vaccine and antiviral therapeutic drug still remains the challenge Borchers & Gershwin (2013). In such scenario, a thorough understanding of host-pathogen interactions can define the targets for development of novel drugs and vaccines Russell et al. (2017). Nanotechnology is a fast-growing field in nanomedicine that aims at expanding the applications of various types of nanomaterials in diagnostic devices, pharmaceuticals, and the drug delivery system Morris et al. (2019). Similarly, application of natural or synthetic peptides can be one of the relevant approaches for the development of antiviral agents Shilovskiy et al. (2019). Antiviral peptides can be conjugated or encapsulated with nanomaterials for stability. In addition, antiviral peptides can be conjugated with cell penetrating peptides (CPP) for efficient cellular uptake or penetration Chakravarty & Vora (2021), Sadeghian et al. (2022). Some CPPs derived from viruses have shown both the characteristics of cell
transduction and antiviral activities against same or different viruses Bultmann, H., Teuton & Brandt (2007), Akkarawongsa & Brandt (2008). This review will focus on the development of convincing antiviral drug based on nano-conjugated CPPs with or without incorporating another antiviral peptide in the light of RSV biology and immunology by conducting systematic literature review of the 130 PubMed-indexed articles, website contents and book chapters.

2. REPLICATION OF RSV

The RSV life cycle begins with the attachment of virion to the apical surface of polarized, ciliated airway epithelial cells of host through viral G protein Zhang et al. (2002). RSV can use multiple cell components as the cell receptors to invade the target cell. For example, viral G protein which is a ∼300 amino acids (AAs) long type 2 single pass integral membrane protein, can bind to the chemokine receptor CX3CR1 expressed on the apical region of bronchial ciliary epithelial cells. RSV has also been found to attach to the immortalized linear cells having the high density of heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG). Surface protein A (SP-A) and Annexin II as the cellular receptors have also been suggested to be bound by G protein for initiating the viral attachment Joshi et al. (2019). Similarly, viral entry can be ensured by binding of F protein with intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) or nucleolin (100 kDa protein) of cell membrane Shilovskiy et al. (2019), Battles & McLellan (2019), Sun et al. (2013). The 574 AAs long F protein is a trimeric class I fusion protein that undergoes a conformational change to bring about fusion of viral and host cell membrane. Entry of RSV by clathrin-mediated endocytosis or macropinocytosis but without requirement of endosomal acidification has also been reported Kolokoltsov et al. (2007), Srinivasakumar et al. (1991).

This process is followed by the release of helical ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex into the cytoplasm. Cytoplasmic viral inclusion bodies are supposed to concentrate viral products in the cytoplasm, where the viral RNA dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) complex transcribes viral mRNA from virion RNA, synthesizes positive-sense anti-genome RNA intermediates needed for replication of new negative-sense RNA genomes for being packaged into the virions and caps (with methylation) and polyadenylates viral mRNAs Battles & McLellan (2019). The basic process of replication and stages in life cycle of RSV have been illustrated in Figure 3. The mRNA acts as a template for the translation into proteins. The translation is followed by modifications. The genome and antigenome lack 5'-caps or 3'-polyA tails and are bound separately for their entire length by the N protein to form stable nucleocapsids which remains intact throughout replication cycle and the virion so that the encapsidation protects RNA from degradation and shield from being recognized by host cell pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) Collins et al. (2013). Studies with mini-replicons show that N, P, L and M2-1 are the viral proteins required for the fully processive transcription, but M2-1 protein is dispensable for the RNA replication Collins et al. (2013), Collins et al. (1996).
For the assembly of RSV virions, F proteins associate with lipid raft at or near the plasma membrane and then recruit M protein which precedes the actin-dependent outward membrane deformation facilitating the filament budding. Some studies support this model with some critical modifications like the ideas that filament formation initially occurs intracellularly and vesicle containing viral proteins traffic along microtubule before growing into filament and merging with nucleocapsid Battles & McLellan (2019). Four viral proteins: F, M, N and P are indispensable for the formation of virus like particles (VLP) that can transport viral genome into the target cells and viral filaments are formed only after the expression of those proteins Utley et al. (2008), Teng & Collins (1998). But with the possible dissociation of M layer from the viral membrane, F-protein may prematurely convert from prefusion to post fusion conformation so that the resulting non-filamentous, spherical, or pleomorphic viral particles may be less infectious Battles & McLellan (2019).

3. RSV IMMUNOPATHOGENESIS

Airborne transmission by contact with epithelium of nostrils, mouth, eyes, and skin of RSV-infected persons or by contact with a surface contaminated with the RSV are the major ways of acquiring RSV Collins & Graham (2008), Carvajal et al. (2019). After entering the airway epithelial cells (AEC) of the upper respiratory tract, downward movement/transmission of virus into the lower respiratory tract leads to the bronchiolitis (inflammation of bronchioles in the small airways) and or pneumoniae (inflammation of alveolar space or air sacs of the lungs). While bronchiolitis is characterized by wheezing, dyspnea, tachypnea, fatigue, fever and cough, pneumonia in the children is manifested with fever, chest pain, wheezing,
nausea, chills, and other breathing difficulties Carvajal et al. (2019), Pickles & DeVincenzo (2015). During the primary RSV infection, professional antigen presenting cells, mainly the dendritic cells migrate to the lungs and pulmonary CD8+ T cell response is supposed to be induced to ensure the viral clearance from the respiratory system. However, systemic T-cell lymphopenia may precede the process. During the reinfection, antibody generation in-terms of RSV specific IgG and IgA mediated by B cell stimulating factor produced by the airway epithelium can be protective even though humoral immunity in general is considered incomplete in RSV infection. The nasal/mucosal IgA provides more protection during recovery and shows the more durability than serum neutralizing antibodies Russell et al. (2017). An IgE response generated also against the RSV G and F glycoproteins may impart a deleterious role, but the exact role of IgM that is highly produced during primary RSV infection, is dubious Russi et al. (1993). The generation of Th1 cytokines, especially the gamma-interferon (IFN-γ) is strongly correlated with protection. On the other side, Th2 biased inflammatory response may be deleterious and neutrophilic inflammation mediated by Interleukin-8 (IL-8) is considered harmful response. In the borderline, local innate immune factor including cathelicidin and IFN-λ, cytokine like IL-17A and chemokine such as CCL-3 and CCL-5 may also play their important roles in the pathogenesis Borchers et al. (2013), Russell et al. (2017).

Ciliated cells in the bronchial epithelium, type 1 pneumocytes in the alveolus, intraepithelial dendritic cells (DCs) and basal epithelial cells of the conductive airways, are the major cells reported as the target cells for RSV infection Carvajal et al. (2019), Persson et al. (2014). During the infection, the rounding, extrusion, and detachment of ciliated cells from the apical zone of large airway epithelium induced by the viral NS2 protein results into the accumulation of the infected cells in the airways lumen. The infection of basal cells leads to the goblet cell proliferation, subsequent higher production of mucus and increased influx of eosinophil. Additionally, massive number of neutrophil (neutrophilia) releases neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs). Accumulation of all those components and their movement into the distal airways causes bronchial obstruction of narrow ducts and collapse of alveoli causing acute inflammation and pathology in the lungs Carvajal et al. (2019), Brinkmann et al. (2004), Qiao et al. (2011).

Otitis media featured by middle ear effusion and ear pain, apnea, rhinorrhea, nasal congestion, pharyngitis, cough, and crouch are also the clinical sequelae associated with RSV infection González et al. (2012), Ogra (2004). While human blood mononuclear cells and human alveolar macrophage, in addition to respiratory epithelium are generally infected by RSV in immunocompetent persons, RSV has also been recovered from liver, spleen, brain and myocardium (heart) reflecting extra-pulmonary pathology in some immunocompromised patients Ruuskanen & Ogra (1993). Suppression of adaptive immune system, that would otherwise clear RSV from the host is the major strategy of virus to invade various organs/sites of the body Carvajal et al. (2019). As RSV infection desensitizes the alveolar macrophage to the TLR ligands and upregulates the expression of inhibitory surface molecules, like PD-L1, impairing T-Cell activation, subsequent viral or bacterial infections can be promoted by RSV infections Didierlaurent et al. (2008), Telcian et al. (2011).

Immature immune and respiratory systems in infants (<6 months) pronounced highly in case of premature delivery (<35 weeks of gestation) and malnutrition, low lymphocyte level in patients under 5 years old and low level of RSV-specific neutralizing antibodies in the adults over 65 years are host associated risk factors
for RSV infections Hall et al. (1979), Perk & Özdil (2018), Okiro et al. (2008), Welliver (2003). Male infants are more likely to have acute bronchial obstruction as their airways have a smaller diameter than that of female infants Glezen et al. (1981), Ramos-Fernández et al. (2017). Similarly, severe RSV disease is found to be associated with strong neutrophil response along with the increased concentration of proinflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-6 (IL-6), IL-8, Tissue necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) and thymic stromal lympho protein (TSLP). Reduction of RSV-specific memory CD8+ T cells over the age in older adults is another factor for severity of infections Carvajal et al. (2019).

4. DRUGS AND VACCINES

Supportive management of clinical symptoms of RSV infections by providing antibiotics to minimize the risk of bacterial infections, drugs (like α and β adrenergic agonist as the bronchodilator) to reduce the adverse effect of inflammation, and the rehydration and oxygen therapy are the only two viable options available now for the general population Joshi et al. (2019), Simões et al. (2018). While ignoring the conflicting success of RSV treatment with broad-spectrum drug ribavirin that can be applied non-specifically against various RNA viruses, its use is still constrained with its adverse side-effects Simões et al. (2018), Janai et al. (1990). Prophylaxis of RSV in high-risk infants, but still requiring more evidence of usefulness in cystic fibrosis cases, with monoclonal antibody (mAb) Palivizumab remains only one drug licensed and available in the market Simões et al. (2018). Use of this and other mAbs is also associated with the issues of high price and efficacy Wang et al. (2008). Nirsevimab, another mAb, against properly folded preF protein, which was stabilized by adding a chemical bond so that double-sided tape-like shape exposes its important targets for neutralizing antibodies, has shown efficacy at controlling RSV infections in full-term and healthy pre-term infants during the phase III clinical trial jointly run by Sanofi and Astrazeneca. Full results may take few years to come Powell (2021).

Regarding the vaccine, due to the unfortunate consequence with the first formalin-inactivated RSV (FI-RSV) vaccine which caused complications which is called vaccine enhanced disease and even death in some vaccinated RSV-naïve children after subsequent RSV infection, scientists and researchers should have been highly cautious in testing other vaccine candidates Higgins et al. (2016). As of December 28, 2021, 98 studies of various types of vaccine candidates against RSV are registered in the ClinicalTrials database (https://ClinicalTrials.gov/). Many such candidate vaccines and potential treatments based on monoclonal antibody and other strategies which have passed pre-clinical studies are likely to be available in upcoming years Simões et al. (2018). Developing a safe and effective vaccine candidate for pediatric populations (specially <6 months of their life) is of higher priority Higgins et al. (2016). With the lessons learnt from FI-RSV vaccines that ended up failing with the vaccine enhanced disease in RSV-naïve infants, vector and subunit vaccines attenuated in vivo have been projected to be safer and more suitable than other approaches in infants. As the maternal immunization is also a permissible route for childhood RSV prophylaxis, any vaccine or medication based on the subunits, viral particles or nanomaterials can be promising to administer with compliance to the safety standards for pregnant women so that immunity can be transferred into babies Simões et al. (2018). As the life-long immunity is not induced with natural RSV infection and the repeated infections in once-infected person is often frequent, devising strategies to elicit and maintain long-lasting immunity in people with any vaccine candidate is the current challenge in the field.
Kamphuis et al. (2013). Currently, four RSV vaccine candidates, all using the stabilized preF Proteins, have shown promising results in healthy subjects and are in phase III clinical trial. First two from Pfizer and GSK involves stabilized preF protein only. Third candidate from Jansen includes in same shot the pure preF protein and modified Adenovirus that also produces preF after getting inside body. Fourth jab candidate contains genetically modified mRNA that generates preF protein after RNA gets inside the cells Powell (2021). Results from these trials are expected to release soon. However, more than one type of vaccines is required to cover all populations at risk: younger children, older adults, pregnant women, and immunocompromised people Powell (2021), Dudas & Karron (1998).

5. CELL-PENETRATING PEPTIDES (CPP)

Plasma membrane is a cellular barrier with selective permeability that maintains the survival and vital functions of living cell. This barrier is traversed by small molecule drugs either by direct diffusion through the lipid bilayer or any other natural processes. Similarly, membrane mobile transport is the strategy used by protein-based drug to enter the cells. However, ensuring efficient passage of cargo through the cellular membrane continues to be a foremost challenge for intracellular delivery of exogenous bioactive molecules or drug. In this context, improving the efficiency of transport of therapeutic agents into cell remains to be of higher priority. The membrane perturbation and the viral vector methods which are currently available techniques for the delivery of macromolecule, are associated with low delivery yield, high immunogenicity, and toxicity Wang et al. (2014), Jiang et al. (2012), Milletti (2012).

CPPs, also called protein transduction domains (PTDs), are diverse groups of peptides, mostly positively charged, usually with 5-30 amino acids length, which are considered as a molecular transporter. They are unique to other peptides in a sense that they can cross the cellular membrane, so they are called cargo translocator Wang et al. (2014), Jiang et al. (2012), Milletti (2012), Derakhshankh & Jafari (2018). CPPs are known for facilitating cellular uptake of functional peptides and functional motifs inside the cell. As vectors, CPPs carries nucleotides, plasmid DNA, siRNA, small molecules, nanoparticles, peptides, and proteins, both in vitro and in vivo Milletti (2012). The cargo can be incorporated or conjugated with CPPs either by covalent bonding for e.g., disulfide bond, amide bond or linker formed specially in the case of neutral cargo, or by non-covalent ones including electrostatic or hydrophobic interactions in case of negatively charged cargo. As different cargos need different process of covalent conjugation making first approach the time-consuming one, latter approach can be flexible enough for wide application in cargo delivery Derakhshankh & Jafari (2018), Copolovici et al. (2014). The electrostatic interaction of amphiphilic and Arginine-rich CPPs with negatively charged cell membrane may be one out of various mechanisms suggested for efficient delivery or internalization of cargo to be facilitated by CPPs Andaloussi et al. (2011). Although, CPPs demonstrate their potential role in pharmaceutical application in terms of their antiviral, antifungal or antibacterial properties, they are mainly used in drug delivery system and called Trojan horse as they can pass through the lipid bilayer of cell membranes carrying polar molecules, including large hydrophilic proteins with higher molecular weight De Oliveira et al. (2021). Due to the low cytotoxicity and higher transduction (internalization) efficiency of CPPs, they can be used for various biomedical applications both diagnostic and therapeutic ones such as transport of molecules into induced pluripotent stem cells for guiding differentiation, delivery of cargo including proteins and peptides for therapeutic
application, and the delivery of radioactive compounds or fluorescent dye for imaging. CPPs such as anti-inflammatory peptide 6 (AIP6) has also been found to interact with p65, one of the subunits of NF-kB, displaying the anti-inflammatory effects. Trans-activator of transcription (TAT) derived from HIV-TAT protein and penetratin from Drosophila Antennapedia homeodomain were the first CPPs considered for their role in the cell penetrating property and intracellular cargo delivery Derakhshankhah & Jafari (2018), Kurrikoff et al. (2016), Wang et al. (2011).

Figure 4

As depicted in Figure 4, based on the physicochemical properties or nature, CPPs can be classified into three types: Cationic, amphipathic, or hydrophobic. As TAT and penetratin involves polyarginine and lysine residues in their structure, they are cationic CPPs. Similarly, due to the high degree of amphipathicity (containing both water soluble, polar and water insoluble, non-polar portions) caused by Lysine residues in their primary sequences, Transportan, Pep-1 and model amphipathic peptides (MAP) are amphipathic CPPs. As the pept1, Pept2 and In Vitro Virus 14 (IVV-14) contain non-polar sequences or hydrophobic motifs, they are categorized as hydrophobic CPPs. Hydrophobic CPPs can be further classified into linear hydrophobic peptides made of natural amino acids or chemically modified CPPs which can be stapled (closed in ring), prenylated or pepducins one (made by N-terminal lipidation). Due to the inherent ability of signal peptides to facilitate the interaction of nascent protein into specific cell organelles, these are considered as the rich sources of hydrophobic CPPs. Amphipathic CPPs, which are mostly chimeric, or sometimes proteins-derived, can also be categorized into primary, secondary Alpha-helix, secondary Beta-sheet or Proline-rich ones Milletti (2012), Derakhshankhah & Jafari (2018).

Due to having positively charged residues such as Arginine and Lysine, most of the studied CPPs are cationic Milletti (2012), Derakhshankhah & Jafari (2018). The most positive charge of cationic CPP has higher affinity with negatively charged glycoprotein of cytoplasmic membrane. The cationic residues especially the poly-arginine stretches have been proven to confer highest cell uptake and better therapeutic index Xie et al. (2020). In addition to containing stretches of positive charges, three-dimensional (3D) arrangements of cationic CPPs should not form amphipathic helix or show hydrophobic characters. However, both cationic and hydrophobic CPPs may have overlapping net positive charge close to +0.2, while amphipathic and hydrophobic CPPs may have net...
negative charge implying the fact that both can be either anionic or cationic Milletti (2012). Increased number of arginine residues in general increases the cellular uptake level. In contrast, polylysine level is considered to decrease the cellular uptake level. In the case of arginine-based peptides, octaarginine is the minimal sequence for efficient uptake. However, the nuclear localization signal with less than eight positive charges can be conjugated to hydrophobic peptide to get amphipathic CPPs having improved uptake profile. Milletti (2012), Tünnemann et al. (2008). Even if most amphipathic CPPs are cationic, function of amphiphilicity, not charge is responsible for membrane translocation efficiency of those CPPs. As the uptake of amphipathic CPPs can be easily reduced by even a single point mutation, amphipathic CPPs in general are not proper CPPs Milletti (2012). Furthermore, any change in secondary or 3D structure including the interruption of di-sulfide bonds required to maintain helical conformation of amphipathic CPP lactoferrin or the D-mutations abolishing the beta-sheet formation in VT5 peptide have been associated with significantly reduced uptake by cell Duchardt et al. (2009), Oehlke et al. (1997). But as the most cationic CPPs are likely to form coiled conformation, their 3D structural change might not impact the cellular intake in significant way. Also, in hydrophobic CPPs, amino acid composition, not the conformation has been found to modulate cellular intake Milletti (2012).

CPPs can also be classified into protein-derived, chimeric, and synthetic ones based on origin (Figure 4). As penetratin and TAT are derived from natural proteins, they are protein derived CPPs. As Transportan is composed of two or more motifs from different peptides: galanin and mastoparan, it is considered as chimeric CPP. Similarly, as the Argenin is the only structural component to be mimicked by polyarginine family, this is synthetic CPP Derakhshankhah & Jafari (2018), Bechara & Sagan (2013).

Figure 5

The pathway selection for the CPP internalization into the cellular membrane has been found to be dependent mainly on the three parameters namely: peptide sequence, peptide concentration and lipid components in each membrane Derakhshankhah & Jafari (2018). On the basis of peptide sequence, uptake mechanism of amphipathic CPPs like MAPs whose membrane transduction rely on
helical amphipathicity and a length of at least four complete helical turns, could be differed from that of Tat and penetratin analogs that depend on enhanced local concentration of positive charge caused by electrostatic interaction of arginine and lysine in cationic CPPs Bellet-Amalric et al. (2000), Ziegler et al. (2003), Oehlke et al. (1998). Similarly higher peptide concentration may favor rapid cytosolic uptake via direct penetration and lower concentration may induce endocytosis mediated uptake mechanism of cationic CPPs Duchardt et al. (2009), Padari et al. (2010). The concentration threshold which is generally supposed to be in low micromolar range, may depend on both type of CPP and type of cell or its membrane composition Jiao et al. (2009). As the electrostatic interaction of positive charge of CPPs with biomembrane is mediated by the negative charge in membrane conferred by heparin sulphate proteoglycan and phospholipid, lipid component of biomembrane is also a factor determining the mode of uptake of CPPs Silhol et al. (2002), Mann & Frankel (1991).

After formation of electrostatic interaction of CPPs with cell surface glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), clustering of GAGs at the cell surface, activation of intracellular signals, and actin remodelling with membrane curvature are triggered sequentially. Then comes the cell entry through different internalization pathways, which are summarized in Figure 5. In direct translocation of cationic CPPs, acid sphingomyelinase activation followed by a change in the composition of the lipid of the cell membrane may mediate the further process Verdurmen et al. (2010). Direct passive or energy independent translocation which occurs at higher CPP concentration, is suggested to occur in primary amphipathic CPPs like Transportan and AMP, preferably at low temperature. This single-step process involves the formation of inverted micelle (transitory structure), pores or carpet model Ruseska & Zimmer (2020), Madani et al. (2011). Inverted micelle model is compatible with the translocation of small hydrophilic peptides in which interaction of hydrophobic residues like tryptophan of CPPs with the hydrophobic part of the membrane, in addition to the usual electrostatic interaction between the CPP and components of the lipid membrane, is involved. Inverted micelle is formed after the disruption of micelle bilayer membrane and this mechanism involves three steps. First, CPPs are trapped into hydrophilic environment of micelle core. Second, inverted micelle is destabilized after its interaction with membrane components. Third, CPPs can then be released into cytoplasm Derakhshankhah & Jafari (2018), Derossi et al. (1998), Elmquist et al. (2006).

Pore formation may occur through two modes: the barrel stave and the toroidal ones. In the barrel stave mode, barrel is created by helical CPPs through hydrophobic residues, found adjacent to the lipid chains, and central pore is formed by the hydrophilic residues. In the toroidal model, lipids bend in such a manner that CPPs can always be pointed to the head group and pore is formed by both CPPs and lipids Thorén et al. (2003), Wadia et al. (2004). Carpeting and thinning of the membrane occur after the interactions between negatively charged phospholipid and cationic CPPs, but before the consequent internalization at higher than threshold concentration of CPPs, in carpet or membrane thinning model respectively Derakhshankhah & Jafari (2018), Pouny et al. (1992). Translocation through the formation of pore, carpet or cell thinning have been referred by some author as penetration mechanism Derakhshankhah & Jafari (2018).

Endocytosis mediated entry occurs by two mechanisms: Clathrin-dependent endocytosis (CDE) and Clathrin-independent endocytosis (CIE). In CDE, adaptor proteins recognize the cytoplasmic domains of plasma membrane proteins and package into Clathrin-coated vesicles that are for bringing them into the cell. CIE can
proceed in the form of Caveolae and/or lipid raft-mediated endocytosis and micropinocytosis Mayor & Pagano (2007). Size may be critical factor for endocytosis mediated uptake. For example, less than 200 nm as the optimum size of CPP-cargo complex has been suggested for the efficient endocytic uptake Maeda (2010). Endocytosis or cellular digestion is an active, energy-dependent transduction approach in which plasma membrane folds inward so that materials are transported from the outside of cells and absorbed by the cell. Phagocytosis and pinocytosis are endocytosis involved with large particles and solutes respectively. In receptor-mediated endocytosis, Clathrin and Caveolin pits cover the intracellular part of cell membrane facilitating both invagination and attachment of extracellular molecule to membrane receptors. Then Clathrin-coated (larger) and Caveolin-coated (smaller) vesicles are formed Ter-Avetisyan et al. (2009). Endocytosis is the major cell uptake pathway for CPPs Mishra et al. (2011). While certain uptake mechanisms have been suggested for certain CPPs, more than one mechanism can work for the same CPP. For instance, a combination of both direct translocation and endocytosis can be attributed for the uptake of arginine-rich peptides Ruseska & Zimmer (2020).

Efficiency of delivery of the CPPs may depend on various parameters including but not limited to the type of peptide sequence, nature of CPPs and size of cargo-CPPs complex Derakhshankhah & Jafari (2018). Rational design of CPPs should take into account the inclusion of key amino acids in specific position, such as arginine for complexation with cargo, like nucleic acid, and uptake by cell; histidine to enable escape from endosome; cysteine for controlled cargo release and stability; and tryptophan to improve hydrophobic interaction with cell membranes McErlean et al. (2021). For the CPPs to be perfect, specific residues (e.g., Arg, Pro, Trp, Leu, Lys, and Ala) are desired at certain positions Gautam et al. (2013). However, examples below support the notion that there is no universal rule regarding types of AAs to be included in the CPP.

HIV-1 TAT= RKKRRQRRR (Cationic CPP (natural or not designed) Milletti (2012)
Transportan= GWTLNSAGYLLGKINLKALAALAKKIL (Amphipathic CPP) Pooga et al. (1998)
Pep-7= SDLWEMMMVSLACQY (Hydrophobic CPP) Gao et al. (2002)
VG-21=VTPHHVLVDEYTGEWVDSQFK Tiwari et al. (2014)

Many therapeutic agents can enter the cell and nucleus by CPP or CPP-conjugated molecules like the CPPs-functionalized nanoparticles without interruption of cell membranes. Efficient delivery of these peptides could both improve the bioavailability of drug/cargo and augment the efficiency of that therapeutics Derakhshankhah & Jafari (2018) . To be considered for any biomedical applications, cellular uptake profiling of CPPs is not enough. So, the CPPs, like small molecules, must be assessed for toxicity, tissue distribution, cell selectivity, solubility, and plasma stability Milletti (2012). The lack of oral bioavailability and short duration of action are still the problems of CPPs which are supposedly caused by physical and biochemical barriers for absorption created by gastrointestinal epithelium and enzymatic proteolysis before reaching the site of action respectively Milletti (2012), Renukuntla et al. (2013), Nestor (2009). Novel routes of administration including intranasal, and inhalation ones and injectable depot formulations are expected to solve the bioavailability issue. As proteolysis and rapid renal clearance are causing short duration of action, proteolysis can be prevented by using unnatural amino acids and stabilization of the 3D conformational structure, possibly with nano-conjugation, whereas using carrier protein and reducing the
amount of free peptide in plasma by depot formation in injection site can address the renal clearance issue Milletti (2012), Nestor (2009).

6. ANTI-RSV PEPTIDES

Though, the humanized monoclonal antibody-based drugs like Palivizumab, IGIV and MEDI-524 have initially shown exciting usefulness for RSV prevention, they are likely to be constrained by their possibly higher production cost and pricing in the market Wang et al. (2008). Some organic compounds with low molecular weight, can bind F protein and prevent virion internalization by inhibiting virus fusion, but they have also proven ineffective over the time as the mutations in the F protein has conferred resistance against those fusion inhibitors in RSV variants Battles et al. (2016). These two limitations signify the urgent need for developing new approaches in designing anti-RSV agent. Natural peptides like Cathelicidins and Defensins (both cationic ones), and their synthetic analogs have already shown their antiviral activity against HIV-1, human papilloma virus, herpes simplex virus, influenza virus, and the hepatitis B and C viruses demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo experiments Gwyer Findlay et al. (2013). Given the similarities in many respects of RSV with above mentioned viruses, for instance the fusogenic nature of both RSV (F protein) and HIV-1 (gp41), development of anti-RSV peptides is promising Shilovskiy et al. (2019). Antiviral activity against whole range of pathogens (broad spectrum activity) and multitudes of mechanism of action ensuring to target many different stages of virus life cycle is the main merit of antiviral peptides. Biocompatibility and the low toxicity are additional advantages Fjell et al. (2011). Some anti-RSV peptides have been listed in the Table 1 below.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. N.</th>
<th>Peptides</th>
<th>EC50, μM</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Human Beta-Defensin 2 (HBD2, found in human)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>Kota et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>T-118 (from Heptad Repeat region B-HRB of RSV F-protein)</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>Lambert et al. (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HR1-30a (from HRA of RSV F-protein)</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>Wang et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>G149-177 (from RSV G-protein)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>Gorman et al. (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>LL-37 (from Cathelicidin, a natural protein)</td>
<td>1.1-9.3</td>
<td>Cuero et al. (2003), Cuero et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CXCL-9 (74-103) (from human)</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>Vanheule et al. (2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EC50, μM=50 % micromolar concentration of peptides for virus inhibition

Anti-RSV peptides are supposed to block viral attachment and or fusion by targeting either viral G and F proteins or the host cell receptors. They can also act as virucidal agent by disrupting viral envelope. Since both mechanisms correlate to the initial stages of life cycle of RSV, antiviral peptides can be considered only for prophylaxis. However, finding space for improving immunoregulatory properties required for therapeutic use can be another avenues in the RSV field Shilovskiy et al. (2019). Though antiviral peptides are also suggested to bind cell receptor thereby altering the cell signalling pathway, to interfere the fusion of viral membrane with endosome of host cell, and to inhibit viral enzyme required for virus replication,
further studies are needed to figure out the exact mechanisms Krajewski et al. (2004), Delcroix & Riley (2010). Another concern for anti-RSV peptides is their low resistance to the degradation from serine protease. To overcome this problem, the peptides can be applied in locally active inhalation forms given the relatively lower level of protease level in respiratory epithelium than in the systemic circulation. Other methods to stabilize the peptides may be worth finding Shilovskiy et al. (2019). While many peptides such as 35 AAs T-118 derived from heptad repeat B (HRB) domain of RSV F protein and 62 AA HR1-30a from HRA domain of RSV F protein were demonstrated to inhibit RSV in vitro Lambert et al. (1996), Wang et al. (2003), they are not going for clinical trials due to the higher production cost, low or no oral availability and low stability (less half-life) in the blood circulation Sun et al. (2013). Development of shorter peptide that can perfectly inhibit the RSV entry is more desirable goal but retaining the 3D structure and the antiviral activity of shortened peptide is the challenge that remain to be overcome Sun et al. (2013), Shepherd et al. (2006).

7. NANOCARRIERS OR NANOPARTICLE (NP)

Besides vaccinations, use of antiviral drugs is another tantamount method to control the burden of viral disease. A broad spectrum of natural substances including peptides, essential oils, and phenolic compounds like curcumin from turmeric, and synthetic drugs including siRNA, and ribavirin, have already been identified as antiviral agents Delshadi et al. (2021), Moghadamtousi et al. (2014). However, pure form of antivirals may be easily destroyed in GI tract or amount of antiviral being absorbed can be diminished. Low permeability through cell membrane or mucosa is another concern for the antivirals. Even if above two barriers are overcome, rapid metabolism and fast excretion from body system can still compromise the efficacy of the drug. Using novel and advanced drug delivery system can potentially solve these problems Delshadi et al. (2021).

Nanoparticles being small sized, can move more freely in the human body with fewer plasma fluctuations reducing the adverse effects. As the absorptive endocytosis is the typical uptake mechanism for nanodrug and nanosized structure can easily penetrate the tissue systems, higher bioavailability of drug obtained in this manner can also ensure the action of antiviral drugs at targeted locations. Slow or controlled release at specified dose along with stability of antiviral drug conjugated or encapsulated with nanoparticles in blood circulation for prolonged period are thus certain to augment the efficacy of the drug. Some drug delivery systems including the liposome and micelles containing inorganic metallic nanoparticles can protect the drug from being degraded in the gastrointestinal tract and can deliver even the sparingly water-soluble drug to their target locations Patra et al. (2018), Kabanov et al. (2002).

Various lipid-based (liposome, solid-lipid nanoparticle-SLN, nanoemulsion), polymer-based (hydrophilic chitosan, alginate etc; hydrophilic poly(lactic acid)-PLA, poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)-PLGA etc; micelles, nanocapsule and nanospheres), carbon based (carbon nanotube-CNT, graphene, fullerene), inorganic-metal-based (Gold nanoparticle-AuNP, Gold nanorod-AuNR, Silver nanoparticle-AgNP etc), lipid-polymer-hybrid-based, surface modified and stimuli sensitive nanomaterials can be used for antiviral drug delivery Chakravarty & Vora (2021). Better surface functionalization and property of surface plasmon resonance have rendered AuNPs and AgNPs more biocompatible and versatile than other drug delivery vehicles including liposomes, micelles, and dendrimers. Some metallic nanoparticles have also shown antiviral properties themselves or enhanced the therapeutic index of
incorporated drug Chakravarty & Vora (2021), Yadavalli & Shukla (2017). Due to their unique structure, size, shape, and local-field enhancement action, metal nanoparticles can easily bind with surface proteins of virus through van der Waals forces and Kazimir interaction causing its inactivation Chakravarty & Vora (2021). While AgNP as a cluster of colloidal form can be less toxic than ionic one, its unique physicochemical property such as larger surface area to volume ratio can generate efficient interaction with microbial proteins Morris et al. (2019). As an antiviral against RSV, AgNP can bind with sulfur-containing residue on surface glycoprotein and block the viral attachment and entry into the host cell Lara et al. (2010). In the second potential mechanism of action, AgNP can penetrate the cell membrane and block the host factors required for assembly of progeny virus Morris et al. (2019), Greulich et al. (2011). Gold nano rod (GNR) alone, was also found inhibitory against hRSV in Hep-2 cells and BALB/c mice by inducing innate immune response, but further mechanistic studies can elaborate on the detailed mechanism Bawage et al. (2016). The gold nanoparticle (AuNP) polycarboxylated (with carboxyl group polymer) via [(2-amino-ethoxy)-ethoxy]-acetic acid (AEEAc) and functionalized with anti-RSV peptides derived from HR region of RSV F-protein can synergistically bind to the F-protein of infective virus. This binding can block not only the virus into the host cell membrane, but also the subsequent fusion of infected cell with new healthy cells, thereby preventing the syncytium formation and subsequent intercellular transmission/infection Singh (2012). In another study, both AuNP and AgNP have been reported to increase both solubility and antiviral property of FluPep (an anti-influenza peptide), proving these nanoparticles as a perfect antiviral drug delivery system Alghrair et al. (2019). However, information regarding the issue of their toxicity and potential mechanisms of in vivo transport and uptake of metallic nanoparticle is not enough. Further well-designed studies are required to resolve the issues Patra et al. (2018).

8. NANO-CONJUGATED CPP AS A VEHICLE FOR ANTIVIRAL PEPTIDE AGAINST HRSAV

Figure 6

![Potential Advantages of Anti-RSV Peptides Nano-Conjugated with CPP](https://biorender.com)
The overall potential advantages of nano-conjugated CPPs in terms of the mechanistic ease have been depicted in Figure 6. Though, antiviral peptides can be better at specificity, potency, and low side effects as compared to small molecule chemical agent, their therapeutic application can be constrained by their low ability to traverse the cell membrane Sadeghian et al. (2022). Conjugation of these peptides with CPP has not only ensured their successful delivery, but also enhanced the therapeutic efficacy of peptides/proteins against the viruses both in vitro and in vivo Mino et al. (2008), Chu et al. (2016). To improve also the other pharmacokinetic properties of antiviral drug, specifically the hydrophobic ones, drug can be loaded into the nanomaterials. Reduced exposure of drug to the external environment, resulted by doing so, can protect the drug from systemic degradation. Similarly, potentially minimized cytotoxicity, prolonged circulation time, improved bioavailability and ensured release into specific targeted sites can increase the therapeutic potential of the drug Sadeghian et al. (2022). Additionally, nanomaterials themselves can demonstrate the antiviral activity Sadeghian et al. (2022), Tang et al. (2021). However, by virtue of their large size, spatial occupation, 3D structures and undesirable hydrophilic/hydrophobic nature, their intracellular delivery as well as cargo transport can sometimes be problematic Munyendo et al. (2012). But, conjugation of nanocarrier with CPP has the potential to enhance the intracellular delivery of cargo-loaded nanoparticle Desale et al. (2021). As the inactivation of CPPs-cargo complex by proteases can compromise efficiency, selectivity and capacity of cargo transport, incorporation of nanocarrier can be crucial to stabilize the CPPs Chakravarty & Vora (2021), Reissmann (2014). Additionally, dual delivery systems that benefits from the merits of both CPPs and nanoparticle may ensure the more precise delivery, improved performance, extended half-time life, more stability and increased drug loading Silva et al. (2019). Suggested mechanism of action of anti-RSV peptides nano conjugated with CPP has been illustrated in detail in Figure 4 below.

Similarly, as the covalent conjugation of any drug with releasable hydrophilic polyethylene glycol (PEG) can avoid fast uptake by reticuloendothelial system (RES) including macrophage in the body, PEGylation of nanocarrier-peptide complex might be instrumental in reducing immunogenicity. It can also improve drug solubility, stability and retention time with minimized proteolysis and renal excretion/clearance thereby ensuring optimal efficacy of antiviral drug even with reduced dosing Veronese & Mero (2008), Otsuka et al. (2003).

In peptidomimetics, peptides derived from viral protein can mimic binding property of viral protein to the specific host protein so that protein-protein interaction required for the replication cycle of virus can be disrupted, which is one of the mechanisms also reinforced by CPP Bultmann & Brandt (2002), Cochran (2000). Similarly, in addition to being the promising cargo delivery vehicle, several CPPs derived from one virus have displayed antiviral properties themselves against the same or different viruses. In majority of these cases, the net positive charge of peptides is supposed to block attachment or entry of virus into host cell by interacting to the negatively charged host or viral components Bultmann et al. (2007), Keogan et al. (2012), Akkarawongsa et al. (2008). In the future, designing the CPP with either peptidomimetic or optimal cationic charge that can impart sufficient viral inhibition both in vitro and in vivo can potentially give us an edge in the fight against RSV infections.
9. CONCLUSION

RSV is one of the major viral infections of the world affecting infants, younger children, elderly, and immunocompromised persons. Despite the immense impact mounted by RSV in public health and economy, there are no effective prophylactic and therapeutic agents to control and treat the disease caused by RSV. Currently, four RSV vaccines and a monoclonal antibody candidate, all using the stabilized pre-F proteins, have shown promising results in healthy subjects and are in phase III clinical trial. Results from these trials are expected to release soon. However, more than one type of vaccine and therapeutics are required to cover all populations at risk: younger children, older adults, pregnant women, and immunocompromised people. Search for antiviral drugs and vaccine is going on, but due to the issues of cost, toxicity, resistance, bioavailability, and overall pharmacokinetic profile associated with prospective traditional drugs, studies on antiviral peptides can offer novel avenue in the field. In recent years, CPP with 5-30 AAs in length have shown promising drug delivery potential, but antiviral properties demonstrated by some CPPs is another exciting possibility in the drug discovery arena, since finding shorter anti-viral peptide is another priority to minimize the cost. Some of the metallic nanoparticles have shown antiviral property themselves. If both cell-penetrating property and antiviral activity can be found in the same peptide, nano-conjugating CPP with or without antiviral peptides can improve the stability and other therapeutic indices of such peptide.
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